Sleepy Hollow Radio

NEWSLETTER
October 26th, 2020

Sleepy Hollow High School Launches
Sleepy Hollow Radio.com on 9.25.2020!

Off And Running!
Sleepy Hollow Radio finally took off at 4 pm on September 25th, 2020. This live broadcast
was anchored by student station manager, Luciano Lopez Parnetti and was heard by over 200
listeners in 3 different countries! Other students who participated in this historic day were
fellow station manager Sam Leviatin, as well as Sayako Aizeki-Nevins, Sandra Aderemi and
Michael Rosario. Station supervisor, Michael A Frank, was also present and could not have
been prouder of the team’s performance.
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Current Shows:
On day one, several shows had already been produced and began to run on a regular
schedule. This schedule is always subject to change, and can be found on the station’s
website. Furthermore, the station will soon appear on social media such as Twitter, and
Snapchat. All information about new episodes and volumes of established shows will soon
be alerted from these platforms. Here are some shows in circulation along with some brief
descriptions and the students involved.
My Life’s Score is a show designed to reintroduce members of the Sleepy Hollow HS
community through the music they love. Each featured person was asked to pick 10 songs
from 10 unique artists that can tell a story about their life. Some of the people to have
already been featured, and be heard in circulation today are Math teachers, Robby Spirelli
and Maureen Hickey. Dr Smith was our first guest, and station supervisor, Michael A Frank
has also done an episode. Both station managers, Luciano and Sam, have also produced
shorter versions.
Let’s Talk About It with Sandra & Saya features Sandra Aderemi and Sayako Aizeki-Nevins as
they bravely engage in some of the most serious issues of our times. Some of the early
episodes have been interviews of local politicians including our democratic nominee for
congress in the 17th district, Mondaire Jones. Others who have been interviewed are Senator
Pete Harckham and state legislator nominee, Elijah Reichlin-Melnich. You don’t want to miss
any of these shows as they are as cutting edge as any show you’ll see on the professional
airwaves today!
Sleepy Hollow Sports is a division of shows being led by Michael Rosario. Several talk shows
have sprung up thus far, including a talk basketball show and a football show, as well as a
fully in depth soccer show, aptly called, The Soccer Show. The Soccer Show stars Aidan Baller
and Kevin Aguirre. Their knowledge of the game is incomparable as they break down all the
major leagues on earth. Other participants in the various shows are Keanu Garcia and
Michael Rosario.
Kevin Aquirre also has had the distinct honor to have been the historic host and play-by-play
announcer of Sleepy Hollow Radio’s very first live broadcast of a sporting event. The boys
soccer game which took place on Tuesday, October 20th was a 0-4 loss for SH, however, the
call will go down in school history.
Sam’s Songs is a show where Sam Leviatin clearly demonstrates his knowledge and passion
for Jazz, Latin Jazz, and Afro-Latin Jazz. Just tune in for one show and you will be hooked. I
know this as it happened to me!
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Cinema Talks is brought to you by Michael Rosario and Sebastian Fernandez. These two
students have a passion for films and love to talk about them! While there may be some
serious spoiler alerts sprinkled throughout these shows, they are just fun to listen to. Shows
usually end with their own versions of a thumbs up or thumbs down. Even if you just like
films, you will want to listen as these two go at it!
Midday Mindfulness comes your way everyday from noon to one. Our very own Health and PE
Department Chair Tawn Turnesa colors our airwaves with some amazing ways to relieve
stress and relax. From healthy tips to breathing exercises, I like to lean back in my classroom,
tune in, close my eyes, and lower my blood pressure for a moment before heading into the
second half of my day!
Holloriginal Music is a show designed to feature the original music of students who are either
currently in our school or have recently graduated. This show has only one episode on
record, but it is a must listen if you haven’t already . The show features our very own Phoebe
Neilsen as she is interviewed by Luciano. Her commentary is great, and her music is
beautiful. Please listen to this one soon!

Coming Soon!
THE WAR OF THE WORLDS!
Directed by previously mentioned senior, Phoebe Neilsen, this will be a radio dramatization
of the original HG Wells, War of the Worlds. As school has been interrupted several times
lately, we are HOPING this will be ready to air on the 83rd Anniversary of the original, October
30th, 2020. Assuming it does, we also hope to air it 5 times throughout Halloween weekend.
Stay tuned for more details and information!
Luciano’s Lounge will soon debut and be a show fully produced by Luciano and feature the
music he is most passionate about. I have yet to hear this show, but I am confident it will be a
station hit!
Teenage Life During A Pandemic This is a show currently under pre-production and will
feature two Sleepy Hollow freshmen as they openly discuss many of the issues facing teens
today as we combat the Covid-19 crisis. This is being led by Xiamara Chimbo. More details to
come.
Broadway Tunes is not the name of the show, however, there is something coming your way
soon led by Sophomore Alexander Louis. I can’t wait to listen to this one, as Alex plans on
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featuring many of the best modern broadway tunes! This is also under pre-production, so
stand by!
OTHER: There are also several plans underway to bring you some broadcasting in the many
languages being learned here at Sleepy Hollow HS. Spanish, French, and Italian shows will
soon be hitting the airwaves!

ARCHIVAL PODCASTS:
Coming very soon to Sleepy Hollow Radio will be the archiving of shows when they are ready
to retire from our recirculating schedule. Once a show has reached this point, they will be
pressed into a ‘video’ format and embedded onto a new page. This way no show will ever be
lost, and you will always be able to go back and listen to shows from the past!

Streema App (Simple Radio)
Sleepy Hollow Radio can also be heard on the Streema or Simple Radio App. If you download
this onto your smartphone, it will also appear on Carplay, making it much easier to listen
while driving!

First Month Stats:
We have had more than 1500 listeners from over 30 countries worldwide!

THANK YOU:
We would like to deeply thank The Foundation of the Tarrytowns for their continued
support,Dr Smith and Mr Baxter for opening their arms to this project and Ms Walsh and Mr
Choi for donating their storage room for the studio. Lastly, but certainly not least, we want to
thank YOU, who have been listening and hopefully will continue to do so.
We are streaming 24/7, so please continue to find us at….
www.sleepyhollowradio.com
I will try to update this newsletter monthly!
Michael A Frank
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